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In the midst of that vast and profound stirriny

of human minds, which v'e name the Renaissance, Descartes

WhS convince that too many people felt it beneath them

to direct tileir :)fforts to apparently trifling problems.

Again a,p6 acall, in his herj.Ilae ;1,1  directionen 

he reverts to thi theme. Intellectual matery of mathe-

matics, of the departments of scieice, of philosophy, is

the fruit of a slow and steady accumulation of little in-

sights. Great problems Lre solved by being broken don into

little problems. The strokes of genius ace but the outcome

of a continuous habit of inquiry that grasps clearly and

distinctly all tiv,t, is involved in thi2 simple things that

anyone can understand.

I thought it well to begin by recllin this

conviction of a famous mhthematician an,i philosopher, for

our first task rill be to attain familiarity with ,:hat is

meant by insight, and the only •ily• to achieve this end

is, it seemf;, to attend very closely to a series of in-

stances all of 1:; 1 ch are rather remarkablo for their

banality.
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1.	 Our first illustrative instance of insight till

be the story of Lrchimedes rushing nae-el from the baths of

8yracuse with tho cryetic cry, flEerekant King Hioro, it

seems, had had a votive crown fashioned by a smith of rare

skill and doubtful honesty. He A.shei to tu to'" vhether or

not baser metals had been added to the gold. Archimedes

was set the problem and in the bath hed hit epen the solu-

tion. 'Ceigh the crown in eater! Implicit in tinis directive

ware the princieles of displacement and of specific frevity.

Tith those prineiplos of hydrostatics we fire not

dir ctly coacerned. For our objeceive i. aft ieirht leto

insight. ArC.illedes had hie le lent by thin2Ung about the

con : .e	 heve ours by thia4ng about Archimedes.

What we hay,: to g 'esp is that insight 1) comes as a release

to the teosion of inquiry, ) comes suddely and unexpect-

edly, 3) is a function aot of oeter circemstances but

inner conditions, 4) pivots betvyeee the concrete and the

abstract, and 5) passes into the habitual texture of one's

nind.

First, then, insight comes as a release to the

tension of inquiry. This feature is dramatized in the story

by.Archimedes' peculiarly uninhibited exultation. But the e\
eee/e

point I -eeeld make dope not lie in this outburst of delight

but in the antecedent desire and effort that it betrays.

For if the typical scientist's satisfaction in success is
refeled_Zeti.

more sedate, his earnestness in inquiry can still exceed

that of ArchArll?s. Deep eithin us all, emergent when the

noise of other appetites is stilled, there is a drive to



Foot—note to Chapter I, §18 lo; pl. 35.

A profusion of instances of inxidit is

offered by E. D. Hutchinson in three articles oricinal4

pubaishod in Psychiatry and reprinted in A Studs of ;alter—

personal Relations [oditod by P. Mullahy, Neu YoKT 1949] .
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know, to mai3rstand, to see why, to discover th reson,

to find the eau:, to explain. Just IT.hr,A	 wtinted, has

many names. In ht precisely it eonsicts, is a matt'iT of

dis2ute. But the fact of irv,uiry in heyor0 nil doubt. It

can absorb a man. It can keep him for'hours, day aftnr lay,

year after year, in the narrov rison of nis FAudy or his

laboratory. It can send him on danerous voyages or explora

tion. It can withdraw him from othlir interests, other pur-

suits, other pleasureslother acievements. It crt fill his

waking thoughts, hide from him the 7:orld of orriinary af-

fairs, invade the very f-Woric of his droams. It can demand

erviless sacrifices that are maie ,:ithout regret thogh

there is only the hope, never a certain promise, of success.

What better symbol could one find for this obscure,

gent)	 :rive, than a man, na!.ced, running, excited-

ly crying, "I've tot it".

SeconAly, insight comes suddenly and unexpectedly.

It did not occur rhen Archimedes 'as in ta mood and pos-

ture that a sculptor would select to portray "The Thinker,

It came In a flash, on a trivial oc(:asion, in a moment of

relaxation. Once more there is dramatized a universal as-

pect of insight. For it i reached, in the last analysis,

not by learaing rules, not by follodng precepts, not by

studying any methodology. Discovery is a new beginning,

It is the origin of new rules that :4upplement or even sup-

plant the old. Genius is creative. It is genius precisely

because it disregards established. routines, because it

oAginates the novelties that will be the routines of the

future. Were there rules for discovery, then discbveries
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would be mere conclusions. Zere there precepts for fenius,

.then men of genius would be hacks. Indeed, that is true of

discovery, also holls for the transmirAon of lisco-veries

by teaching. For a teacher cannot undertake t.1 make a pupil

understand. All he can do is present the sensible elements

in the issue in a suggestive order and with a proper

tribution of emphasis. It is up to the pupils thcms,elves

to reach understanding, and they do so in varying measures

of ease and ra.Arlity. !.7 ore get the point before the teachr

can finish his e.xposition. Others lust (n:fflag,e to keep pace

with him. Others see the livht only v.tten they go over the

matter by themselves, oe finally never catch 01 at all;

for a thile th.ey folio- the classes but, sooner or later,

they drop by 1.1-

Thirdly, insight is a function, not of' outer

circumstances, but of inner conditions. ..any frequented the

baths of Syracuse without coming to grasp the principles

of hydrostatics. But villa bathed thwe vithout feeling the

water, or without finding it hot or cold or tepid? There

is, then, a strange difference betvieen insight and s9nsation

Unless one is deaf, one cannot avoid hearii. Unl ess one

is blind, one has only to open one's eyes to see. The occur-

rence and the content of sensation stand in some immediate

correlation with outer circumstance. But with insight, in-

ternal conditions are paramount. Thus, Insight depends upon

native endovment and so, with fair accuracy, one can say

that in.,,Ight is the act that o-ccurs frequently in the in-

tellik,,ent and rarely in the stupid, Again, insight depends

upon a habitual orientation, upon a perpetual alertness

- 4 -
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ever askinF the little question,Rthy7P. Finally, insight

depends on t4I	 irate pr,rrentotion of definite problem.

Had Hiero not -.01t his )roblem to lrchineles, had ArehimelIs

not thought earnestly, perhaps &Isperately, upon it, the

baths of 3yracuse would have beal no more faious than nay

others.

Fourthly, in,Aght pivots betleeen the concrete and

the abstract. Archimedes' problem was concrete, he had to

settle whether a partieular croen waE mde of pure old.

Archimoles' o1iti.on v,as oncret.::. It eas to 7!eigh th crown

in water. Yet if we ask Qiat ';:c the point to that proeedur,

we have to have recourse to tAle abstract forieultioas

th praciples of displacement aal of specific grevity,

out that point, weighing Lhe crorn in r.ater eoeli be mere

eccoptricity. Once the point le: r,rasped, inL filer() and his

goldeii	 becore minor historical details of no scientif-

ic importa. Onee uore the story dramatizes a univerfial

aspect of ineiht. For if inights arise from concrete pro-

blems, if they reveal their value ia coacrette applications,

none the less they possess a :i.ghificance greater than th.eir

origins in a relevance wIder than their o.eiinel apolica-

tions. Because insiOlts arise with reference to the concrete
hi...L. re- 0.-4 chietr,

u,s mathematicians ilesows.t,wz4als

black-boards, pupils have to perform expert-
,

ments foli themselves, doctors have to see their patients,'

trouble-shooters heve to travel to the spot, people A.th a

mechanical bent take things apart to see hot : they work. But

because the significance and relevance of insight roes be-

yond any concrete nroblem or application, meo formulate ab-
-5-
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street sciences with their numbers and symbols, their tech-

nical terms and formulae, their definition, postulates,

and deductions. Thus, by its very nature, insight is the

mediator, the hinge,the pivot. It is insieLtlaIg the con-

crete world of sense and imagination. Yet what is known by

insight, ehat Insight ad-is to sensible and imaeined presen-

tations, fiels it: alequate expression malT in the abstract

and recondite formulations of the sciences.

Fifthly, insight passes into the habitual texture

of one's mind. Before tirchimedes could solve his problem,

he needed an instcalt of ins ra tion. But he needed no fur-

ther inspiration vhen he iecnt to offer tree king his solution

Once one has understood, one has crossed a divide. That a

Leff moment ago '.as an insoluble problem, no becomes incredibly

simple and obvious. Moreover, it tends to remain simple and

obvious. Eoeever laborious the first occurrence of an in-

sight may be, subsequent repeeitions occur almost at will.

Thie, too, is a universal characteristic or insight and,

indeed, it constitutes the possibility of learning. For we

0

	

	

and combinee i.th it. Inversely, ilasmuch as tne subject to

be learnt involves the acquisition of a tole seris of in-*e

which one cannot see there one is going, in ehich one can-

lad, of darkness in ,ehich ono gropes about insecurely, in

sights, the process of learning is marked te,y an initial per-

can learn inesmuch as we can add insight to insight, inas-

much as thc:: 1Nv. 	 not extrude the old but complements

not grasp what all the fuss is about; and only gradually,

as one begins to catch on, does the initial darkness yield

to a subsequent, period of increasing light, confidence,

-6-
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interest, absorption. Then the infinitesimal calculus or

theoretical phy1cs or the issues of philosophy cease to

be the mysterious tnd foggy realms they had .ieemed. Imper-

ceptibly we shift from the helpless infancy of the beginner

to the modest self-confidence of the advanced student.

Eventually we become capable of taking over the teacher's

role and cowintng of the remarka_ble obtuseness of pupils

that fail to sec ;h t, of course, is perfectly simple and

obvious to toe that understaud,

2./ ' As every schoolboy knyrs„ 6 circle is a locus

of coplanar points equidistant from a venter. nut every

schooloboy does not know is the difference betweer repeatingc,
that definition, as a parrOt mUht, and uttering it intelli-

gently. J;o1 with a sidelong bow to Descartes' insistence on

the importance of uttlersts-eding very sLaple things, let us

inquire into the genesis of the definition of the circle.

2.1	 Imagine a cart-wheel with its bulky hub, its

stout spokes, its solid rin.

Ask a question. thy is it round?

Limit the question. Vhat is 'anted is the im-

manent ground of the roundness of the4neel. Hence a correct

answer Till not introduce ne- data such as carts, carting,

transportat.ion, oet wheelvxights, or their tools. It will

a;t1 simply to the wheel.

. Consider a sugi:estion. The wheel is round because

Its spokes are equal. Clearly, that will not do. The spokes

could be equal yet sink unequally into the hub and rim.

Again, the rim coeld be flat between successive spokes.

- 7 -
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Still, we have a clue. Let the hub decrease to a

point; lot the rim and spokes thin out into lines: then, if

there were an infinity of spokes and all were exactly equal,

the rim vould have to be perfectly rolnd; inversely, vere

any of the spokes unequal, the rim could not avoid bue,ps

or dents. Hence, te can say that the v.iheel necessarily is

rolled, inasmuch as the distance from the center of the hub

to the outside of the rim is alteys the same.

A nutrber of observations are now in order. The

foregoing brins 45 close enough to the defieitioa of the

circle. But or purpose is to attain insiht, not into the

circle, but into the act illustrated by insight into the

circle.

The first observation, then, is that points and

lines cannot be imagined. One can imagine an extremely

small dot, But no matter how small a dot may be, still it

has magnitude. To reach a point, all magnitude must vanish,

and vith all magnitude there vanishes the dot as tell. One

can imaAme an extremely fine thread. But no matter how

fine a thread may be, still it has breadth and depth as well

as length. Remove from the image all breadth and depth, and

there vunishes all length as mill.

2,2	 The second observation is that points and lines

are canceptr,.

Just IA: imagination is the playground of our

desires and our fears, so conception is the play ground of

our intelligence. Just as imagination can create objects

never seen or heard or felt, so too conception can create

4,
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objects that cannot even be inagined, licm? By su Toeing.

The imagined dot has meenitede as well as position, but

the geometer says, Let us sueeoe it has oaly	 ;iti. The

imagined li	 breedth as -e111 as lemth, but the geome-

ter says, Let us s i e:)ose it has only length.

Still, there is method In this madness. Our image::

and especially our dreams seen very reelon affairs, yet

psychologists offer to explain them. Similarly, the supeosi-

tions underlying coacepts may appear vey fanciful, yet they

too can be explained. .:hy did we require the hub to decrease

to a p,lint and the spokes and rim to mere linos? Because

we had a clue - the equality of the spokes - and re were

pushing it for all it Ives worth. As ion a the hub had any

magnitude, the spokes col. silk Into it unequally. As long

as the spokes had any thickness, the wheel coeld be flat

at tneir ends. So lye supeosed a eoint rithout macnitale,

and lines yithout thickness to obtain a curve that 'would be

perfectly, necessarily round.

Aote, then, to properties of concepts. In the first

place, they are constituted by the mere activity of suppos-

ing, thinking, considering, formulating, defining. They may

or may not be more than that. But if they are more, then

they are not merely* concepts. And if they axe no more thal

supposed Or considered or thought about, still that is

enough to constitute them as concepts. In the second place,

concepts do not occur at random: they emerge in thinking,

supeosing, considering, defining, formulating and that many

-named activity occurs, not at random, but in conjunction

—9—
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with an aet of iulAght,

23/ 	Ti third obscavation is that the image is

neces airy for the Insight.

Point and lines cnnnot be imagined. But nei-

ther can necesity or imorsibility be imtwined. Yet in

approchug the definitiorl of the circle, there occurred

some apprehsion of lecossity anl of impossibility. As we

remarked, If all the radii are equal, the curve must be per

fectly roQqd; and if any radii are unecoal, the curve can-

not avoid bumps or dents.

?urthor, th necesAty in question v.as not

necessity in general but a necessity of roundness result-

ing from thee equal radii. ii.ùrly , ths impossibility i.

question war not Impossibility in the abstract but an imposs

bility of roundness resWting from thaSe unequal radii.

šliin 	;h lu.:)e of tha center, the radii, tiv curve, and

by the sr stroi ther;_i vanishes all grasp of necessary or

of impossible rmIndness.

But it 1 that grasp that constitutes the in-

sight. It i the occurrence of that grasp that makes the

difference beteen repeating the defiftition of a circle, as

a parrot might, and uttering it intelligently, uttering It

with the ability to make up a. ner; definition for oneself.

It follows that the image is necesary for th

insight. Inversely, it follovs that the insight is the act

of catching on to a connection beteen imagined equal radii

and, Oh the other hand, a curve that is bound to look per-

fectly round.

10 -
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A 4
n	 The fourth observation adverts to the question

There is the question es expressed in words.

Why is the wheel roundl

l'ehind the words there may be conceptual acts

of meaning, such 444 gIeheel", ',round", etc.

Bellind these cance-ets there may be inr.ights

In. which one grasps how to use such 'ors as "vheel",

'Iroundu, etc.

But what we are trying to get at, is some-
?

thing different, 'Mere does the  ”Wleyln come from? That does

it reveal or represent? Already we hed occasion to speak of

the psychological tenEinn that had its release in the joy or

discovery. It is that tension, that drive, thet desire to

understand, that constitutes the primordial mkhyrlit Name

it what you please, alertness of mind, intellectual curiosit

tha spirit of inquiry, active intelligence, the drive to

know. Under any name, it remains the same an is, I tructs

very familiar to you,

this primordial drive, then, is the pure

question. It ie prior to any insights, any concepts, any

words, for imights, concepts, words, have to do with an-

swers.; and before ,,ke look for aneeers, we want them; such

wanting is the pure question.

On the other hand, though the pure question

is prior to iesignts, concepts, and words, it presupeoses

experiences and ilmteees, Just as insight is into the concrete

ly given or imagined, so the pure question is about the con-

cretely given or imagined, It is the wonderk which Aristotle

*,
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claimed to be thc beginning of all science and philosephy.

But no one just ronlers.	 woar,er atiot s)zething.

2.5	 A fifth observation distinguishes moments in

thc glesis of a iefinition.

7hena	 ia1 hnotailv t, do, it go.:,s to

sleep. Then a msn has nothin to do, he may isk qlestions.

The first mo7:2nt is an 41a1(enin4 to one's intA.ligence. It

Is releas,,? frnv,1 dor7laane of biological drive and fron

th e routinr;s of uveryday living. It i tn,a effective exter-

gence of 7oner, of the rlesire to uadorstr.v1.

T1L7) !!.econd molent t, 1,11c hiqt,

the clue..In ight has begun. V41 hJ79 ot hoLl of 202atning.

There is a chance that ';ve aro on th riht track. Let's see.

The third moAeut is the PTOCeSS. Imarifmtion

has been releaed from other cares. It is free to cooperate

vith into1lctuii:ffort, and its cooperation consirts in

endeavoring to run parallel to i telL1e:it supwnitions whil

at the same time, r trniaii	 upnosition rithin some limits

of approximation to the imn.j,inble

The fourth ront	 achlovment. By their

cooperation, by successive adjutm,nts, question and in-

sight, imognanJc-moept, preent a solid front. The an-

swer is
a
i)tterned ;:-,et of conc.epts. Th image strains to

approximate to the concepts. The concepts, by added Concep-

tual determinvAions, can express their differences from the

merely approximate 1,o. The pivot beteen imLges and con-

cepts is the insight. And setting the standard Rhich in-

sight, images, and concepts must meet is the question, the

desire to,know, that could have kept the process in motion
- 12 -   
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by further queries, had its requirements riot been satis-

fied ,
	 "vat. ep-,441. 4-51-,,Ø.

2.(y	 sixth observation 2.iTtilguishes different

kinds of	 Itinn. Az Euclid defined a strA.ght line as

a line lying ,rianly bet ween its extremes, so he might have

defined a circle as a perfectly round plane curve. As the

former definition, so also the latter TTIll serve to Jeter-

nine unequivocally the proper 1.1:39, of the names, straight

line, circle. But, in fact, 	 definition of the cir-

cle *does more then reveal the proper use of the name, cir-

cle. It includes the affirmation that in any circle all

radii are exactly eq.wal: an -.ere that affirmation not in-

cluded in the definition, then it r:nuld have had to be

added 6:1 a postulate.

To view the same matter from a:other angle,
441.

Euclid did postulate that all.rirtt anglesb equal. Let

us narze the sum of two aeljacent right ani:Jes a straight

angle. Then, if all right aales are equal, necessarily all

straight	 7U1 be equal. Inversely, if all straight

arv7;le: ar,,, equal, all right awles must ba equal4. Nov if

straight linos are really straight, if they never bend in

axy direction, must not all strai;j1t angles be equal? Could

not the postulate of the equality of straight angles be in-

cluded in the definition of the strairht line, as the pos-

tulate of the equality nf radii is included in the defini-

tion of the circle?

At any rate, there is a difference betveen

.nominal and explanatory ,lerinitions. Norlinal definitions

merely tell Ili; about the correct usage of names. Explanatory

0 0
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definitions also include something further that, were it

not included in the definition, rould have to be aVel as

a postulate.

Mat ectitutes the difTorence? It is not that ex-

planatory definitIons 2upoose an iusight while nominal def-

initions do not. For a latiguai;e is an enormously complicated

tool with an almost eadless variety of parts that admit a

far greater number of significant combinations. If insight

is needed to see hoy other tools are to be used properly

and eMctively„ insight is similarly needed to use a lan—

guage properly an  effctively.

Still, this yi.elds, I think, the answer to our

question. Both noinal nd explanatory definitions suppose

Insights. But a nowinal definition sup7oses no more than an

insight into the proper use of lanuage. An explanatory def-

inition, on the other hand, supposes a further insight into

the objects to which langua6e refers. The name, circle, is

defined as a perfectly round plane curve, as the name,

straight 1th , 1.;; defined as a line lying evenly between

its extrems. But when one goes on to affirm that all radii

In a circle are equal or that all right angles are equal,

one no longer is talltik4 merely or names. One is making

assertions about the objects which names denote.

2., 
21:9$.414.4.	 .

A seventh ob:,ervation adds a note on the old

puzzle of primitive terms.

Every definition presupposes other terms. If

these can be defined, their definitions will presuppose

still other terms. But one cannot regress to infirlity.

Hence, either definition is based on undefined terms or
- 14_-
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else terms are eefined in a circle so that each virtually

defines itself.

Fortunately, we are under no neceesity of accepting

the argument's supposition. Definitions do not occur in a

private vacuum of their own. They emerge in solidarity

with experiences, imaees, questions, aad insights. It is

true enough tnet every dr,)fieition invOlves several terms,

but it is also true that no insight (NIA be expressed by a

single term, and it is :Lot true that every insight pre- •

sup7.1oses previous 11-ignts.

Let us say, then, that for every basic iesight

there is a circle of terms and relations, such that the

terms fix the relation, the relations fix the terms, and

the inrAght fixes botn. If one grasps the necessary and

sufficient conlitions for the perfect roendness of this

Imagined ?lane cerve, then one !:rasps not oely th:i circle

but also	 point, the line, the circumference, the radii,

the plane, and equality. All the concepts tumble out togethp

because all ere needed to express adequately a single insi h

Al]. are coherent, for coherence basically means that all

hang together from a single iosieht.

Again, there can be a 1, et of basic insights.

Such is the set underlying Euclidean geometry. Because the

set of insights is coherent, they generate a set of coherent

definitions. Because different objects of definition are

composed of similar elements, such terms as point, line,

surface, angle, keep recurring in distinct definitions.

Thus, Euclid begins his exposition from •a set of imeees, a

set of insights, and a set of definitions : some of his defin

tions are merely nominal: some ore explanatory; some are
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derived, partly from nominally and partly from explanator-

ily define' terms.
L,,y04:41-

2.8	 A f1n.1 obrvatiol introduces the notion of

implicit dati,litIon.
3

D. ki1bt ha.s Y:orkod out Founciation of 

Geometry that satisfy contemporary logicians. On-.J of his

important devices is known	 implicit drefinitima. Thus,

the meaning of both Imint in: straight line is fixed by

the relation that two and only tro point r determine a

straight line.

In terms of the foregoing analysis, one may

say that implicit dcfLiltion,consists An explanatory defini

tion without nominkl deinition. It consists in explanatory

definitiol for thw relation that to points determine a

straight line is a postultItional element such as Vle equal-

ity of all radii in a circle. It omitr	 fleftnition„
ia6.44

for one 	nnot -estrict •14.rx,4matl,1_5	 pliat 1/2 th,7! urljd-

eau meenin of position v'ithout vlagnitude. An orlered pair

of numbers satifies Hilbert's implicit deftlition of a

point, fcv tIA) suon pairs determine a straight line. Sim-

ilarly, a	 degree equation satisflis Hilbert's implici

definition of a straight line, for such Fin equation is

deterMined by t;() ordered pairs of nu4lbers.

The si nificance of implicit definition is it

complete generality. The omission of nominal definitions

is the omission of a restriction to th objects which, in

the first instance, one happens to be thinking about. The

exclusive use of explanatory or postulational elements con-

centrates attention upon the set of rela ionships in 7hich
- 16 -
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the whole of scientific significance is contained,
r

3.0/	 The lext significant stop to be taken in working

out the nature of insight is to analyze development. Single

insights occur either in isolation or in related fields.

In the latter case, they combine, cluFAer, coalesce, into

the mastery of a subject; they ground f“.Its of drinitions,

postulates, deductions; the:  acmit applications to enormous

ranges of .instances. But the matter does lot end there.

Still further insights arise. The shortAcomings of the pre-

vious position become recognized ,	 defilitions and pos-

tulates are levis:)d,	 larger field of dedur!tions

is set up. Broaer La'l more accu-ate applications become

possible. '..;ucin a complex shift in the thole structziro of

insights, definitions, postulates, $4;64 deductions, and

applications may be referred to very briefly as the emergene

of a higher vietpoint. Our question is, Just what happens?

Taking our clue from Descartes' insistence on

understanding simpl,J tnias, we select as our pilot in-

stance the transition from arithmetic to elementary algebra.

Moreover, to guard aainst possible misinterpretations, let

us say that by arithmetic Is meant a subject studied in

grade school and that by elementary algebra is meant a

subject studied in high school.
)644-

A	 t step is to offer some definition of the

1

positive integers, 1, 3, 41  

Let -us siropose an i.ndefirLtA Multitude of in-

stances of "one". They may be anything anyone pleases, from

sheep to instankle of the act of counting or ordering.

- 17 -
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Further, let us suppose as too familiar to be

defined, th9 notio13 of "one", "plus", and "equals".

Then, there it: 61 1 	ri2s of dafinitioas

for the 	,71.1es of positive iAtuL;ers, had it may

be indicat&I sy:oolieb_lly by the follo•A;

1.-:.	 2
24 1 = 3
341	 4
etc., etc., etc 	

This symbolic i,-Idication may be interpreted in any Of a

variety of manwars. It nans one plus one equals two, or

two is one more than one, or the ::eoend ii the next after

the first, or aveh th.! relations between classes of groups

each with one, or tvo, or three, etc., ilb:Jmbers. As the

acute reader will see, the one important element in the

above series of definitions, is the etc., etc., etc.,

Tithout it, the positive integers cannot Z,e defined; for

- thy are an indefinitely great multitude: anJ it is only in

30 far as some such gesture	 etc., etc., etc., is really

significant, that an iJifinitr:: s,.:roies of definitions can

occur. Thrty	 Iols th etc., etc., niaa? It mans that

an insight s:40111 have occurrd. If onc has had the relevant

Insight, if on ha:) cbuFht on, if on socs	 the defining

can go on indefinitely, no :-ore nr3. le said. If one has

not cauLht on, then t1:1 poor techer	 to labor in his

apostolate of the obvioa. For in defining Une positive in-

tevers there is no altrnativc to insight.

Incidentally, it may not bo amiss. to recall vihat

already has been remarked, namely, that o single insight

is expressed in many concepts. In the preent instance, a

- 18 -
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single losiOt groukids an infioity of r:orff.:epts.

ye
t	 11	 ii f.e'ijng Fome'rnat

more precin 	 i o	 cnlity. Lot
tht	 to	 ar,-.	 tlal:
that 000 1 0,7;ual to 	 bnA

•lorie::: of addition	 c1'tst!.ncti?1.

Th tabl,.? for acti.flg 2 is en!l:trlctt by e.:11-

.•Inr.7,	 to	 c,:Le of th.:1	 n•tJat

integern. Thus,

Fror:i the tahl	 * 1 =
4d41w, 1	 2 A. 1 * 1 = 3	 1Hence, frn	 table	 2 =4

In !kc	 th %.11o1e ts:ble for atIllnE. 2 owl be construct-

el. From thl!;	 once it L; ..!orlstructedo tere call be

colueteJ	 table for kidln;: • 	 tt t.ablo it

be do72:Able to con:.4truct a table for adOing 4.	 • Itc.,

LÅ1eh In p:te6,	 that ao	 occrIrrl,

fro trt Aef:,.idtion or. th ',)ositive

integers .1(.1 th Ipt•171	 eq.;A.,: to egiels,

ther follo.s	 jalel7j;1itly crat loluetive

140?noym.4.0wei
3,3/	 QJ	 will be to verlture into v hor,:o-

geneour3 o....Tao ion. The 	 notion of adiltion is tn •

to74.)14.)ntel by 1)ch furthr notion an 	 1 Yi

LibtractIon, division, z,:a: roots. Thl development,

howr, it; to bQ homognou ar by tht It; rmnt tMt no .
chance Is to ;:;, in.lolved in tho notIonv, ompvel.

:7n1t7:;iti:ation lo to mewl t1i1n a

ber to it:;olf !?7,). many ttrer , zo that five by three will.

A4Z-bo.,
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a4diUon.or	 powl	 ?,r1

to	 the,.t	 -1t1;-!br	 troltipliel	 mn mLny tirs

o th.t fiv.1 to	 th1H 'A.11	 i f.iv	 oii	 by rive

with	 by rive. ..7.)n the other `nifis

siubtractil	 anl rnotfi	 the invor$se

operationa that britwoste	 to Lilt, t.;.irting-poiht.

a f(y,:	 not be

it w111 bse.•1 that table for hultIplicotion an,i for

power; CLA be con!ritructl from the addltio

.t,T)1	 for	 btritction; 1.1 v1 	 onl roots col be

enatrlcted fro	 tablsri for addlt.L

and pcy:eri..

horloganoo:s xlari:lieri constitutes a ‘rst

extonJ1o:1 of th,)	 PlAlictive ox;. n Ion. It 1111:.sist9

Intro%I.Join 1.1e. op .r	 it chractristic is t.lat

4„:0 D	 tioi	 I	 OiVi no !lodi:ie:tion of th 

.14 mu) if A 1444 Ke...7?-‘,.t
3.4/	 A fl-rth to %ill be 	 ltneovory of itia neA

of a hLh,r v: -	 Thif,	 Mlon	 npora-

ton::	 he thy are not

trivted to 1.T.1I	 ohe b;.ok to ol,)Is stvotirtg-nint,

Thog, v-:btruoti,1,1 roveals tho ols:;ibility of n:Ltive r,1-

bers, atvi51ort r,v1114 ta-? 7os3ibi1Lty of fra.;:t1o.1:-, rootc

reveal th,-, possibility of nirq!,. Fqr.thtlr, thf4r) ari'es

Aokit th- m:q,ninz of opy,!,tio!lt. Yhk,t 	 noltip11ca-

10.„en ou	 at1P1i0!1 elegiAlve m/A)Ars or frt51.1s or

surthl? 7hat•!I	 it s'it-sc.tr a	 cativ

nwber? etc.	 f?te •	 C • ; I nde;t	 t;	 %1,--Y-Arrs of 'I 'MP"• ' "	 " 

ond of noquals11 becomes	 fpr tharo are rurring

- 20 -
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decimals and it can be sholn that pnint nine recurring Is

equal to one.

...1.0011.11•

•n•••n•n••n•n•nnn•n•

Let	 X	 =	 0.-q

then	 10X 9.5

hence	 9X	 :	 9

and so	 X	 --	 1

A fifth step '4111 be to formulate a higher view-

point. Di!,,tinFidizi.: 1) ruleo 2) operations, r:011 3) numbers.

Let numbers b() defined implicitly by ovrations, so that

the result of ay oper:Aion ,111 be a nmlber aryl any amber

can be the result of an op-,-Jration.

Let operations to definKd. implicitly by rules, so

that what is done in accord with rules is an operatioa.

The trick will be to obtain the r1L-)s that fix

the operations which fix the almbrs.

The eaergence of the higher vievpoint is the per-

formance of this trick. It consists in'an insight that 1)

arises upon the operations performed. accorrling to the old

rules and 2) is expressed in th,.-1 formulation of the new rules

Let me explain. From tho imao of a cart-vheel

we proceeded by insijht to the Aefiaition of the circle.

But,	 the cart-theel v.,af- imagined, tly) circle consists
a

of oointt	 li(vJj,)rpither of Mich can be imagined. Be-
• IA-
tween the cart-whl (JO the circle there is an approxima-

tion but only au approximation. Now, tiv) transition from

arithmetic to elementary algebra is the same sort of thing.

For an image of thJ cart-theel one substitutes the image of

- 21 -
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what may be named "doing a,-ithmetic"; it is a largo,

dynamic, virtual imae that incledes writing downs ad ing,

multiplying, vubt,actingdividiag mxnbers in accord rith

the precepts of the homo:eneons (2x9,nsion. ilot all of this

image will be preent at once, but any part of it can be

present ail, 'Alien one is on th-, alert, any part that happens

to be relevant	 pop into view, In this large and vir.

tuol imge, then, there is to b.! ;raspeti	 !Hl it of rules

governing operations. The nv, ru1 	ill not be exactly the

same z; thJ old rules. They rill be qlore symmotrinl. They

will bo more exact. They will be more L;eneral. In brief,

they will Jiffer fro N tm.	 mIch as Hno hichly an,.t and

eyometri::a1 j1i differs fro,	 cart-,heol.

Y'lat	 Lh ue rules? In hiEn schoel the

rules for frL.ction!, wer-J geueralized; rules for ;igns were

introduced; rule,; for eq lations anJ for intices we 'e worked

out. Their effect wJs to redefine th, wottous of addition,

multiplication, poes, slbt!..actioA, Jiv1tIon, ani roots;

and the effect of the redefinitions of th- operations was

that numbers were ,leueratel, not mer.ely by addition, but

by any of th,, onePationf,.

3 6' The reader fbmiliar with group theory will be

aware that the definition of operations by rules and of

numbers or, more cenerally, symbols by operations V, a pro-

cedure that penetrates deply into the nature of tlithomatics.

But there is a. further aspect to the matter, And it ha '.= to

do with the gradual developmont by which,one advances through

intermediatc staices from elemeItary to higher mathematics.

. 22 —
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The loRical analyst cal loap fri thpos:itive

grop	 ot 1ri1.thatics 11

fa:hion. fl.	 .t	 one /•“:: to ?1,rorl,	 tiA ovn

the same type of transition	 occv.s In ty(:vancine, from

arithmetic to elecntary

At otell stva:e o:	 .;)rocess those oN:ic;t; 	 -t

of rieles that ;:ovorn opertIon,.3	 reb,.elt In !Tilbers.

To each stae,o there corrf:Isoontls a syloolic 	 or

aritia!etic, doIng 	 In	 Tlc,::ons-

ive image there	 the .potchttality	 7sp.roin::, by 1:!:'10-it

a higher 5,.=t, of rules that -11.1 :fovl tn. opration!: arld

by them eliclt.tn q..!bs or symbols 	 nev.

Only in so fLr asa .Jan mas his Liov orogrsa up thi:t

iso%lator	 bccoaie a technically competent raL:tlematic-

Jarj.	 it he may	 o

matics is abo.lt: hut he 111 wArer bo a rtIL:ters pe..,foctly

i.laro of t	 I	 ehin an 	 ti't exact impli,ctions of

symlol
•7,A	 yft	 ,

3.7/ 	 'no inalysir:3 also reveal the importnr: or an

apt srlpolj,9m.

Thore is no loubt thz;t, tholeh symbols	 ena

chosen by colveltion, still sone choices arc. hialy

ful while others aro not. It is oasy .ehough to take tho

square root of 1764. It 1!; Fiottner mtter to tak':: the'scuare

root of MDCCU1V. Th.ievolopmoqt

dosignat• in u:.ing Lelbnizi s:Tmbol dy/dx„ for tiv!

ennui coefficiont; Aowtonts 'sy2bo1, on th other 	 can

 1s'd only in 4 fox enscs awl, .filat 12 worse, it loos not

-23-
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suggost the theorems that can be established.

Why ts tili s,o? it I beai.).so mathmutial
:Are not noroly th.1	 '.3ximnA.on of	 oromils.
Imag.o all crostlon,	 conpts,	 Combine. l'he
function of *n,: sy.lbc,11.m is : 	up ty the relevant
an 	1111i7	 apt tna:h as its immanent pLtterns
e.;	 aL	 pa	 Œi its narlipAtIon ron
parallel to .t,j1r a	 nl operatiow that hve been 1.,1.)!Tecl
by ilf;ht an! forrcalted in olneepts.

Tncl baeflt of this paralllis:r! ar- 	 In
tv first place,	 ta4.e:3 ovr	 oltntle
part of th .':! soluton of pobles, for- the svbols,
rthited by habits that have bec:Ime cutoriatie, clictate

has to be Jone.lious, a riAhefn4tif:tan 	 ‘4orit at a problem
up to a peTht a:1A tri annxinee that the rt is	 riTtine
In	 3econ.1	 the syviboLis!r, constitutes a houris.tic
technique; th!?, rvAher:latician is not e'ontt to seek hls an-

ho	 ttle! he asigas	 sy!:nbo1f3; ho rIi
dOwh in equations all	 propo:t11 11 !srlots

geaeralay	 to not co	 to 15 !II tnolr 'full sttura;

approached from tho cluk: of	 equality of	 'o sppite, so .

In the thir).	 th sy.1)1111 orfrr

suggestions.	 60 th.: def'iuition 01' 	 !Arc e v:as

equations	 heA; ahl	 h.e ha.	 n111,2
ho

we. begin fro	 .from sus,plqion, from posibili-

ties; we try them ont; if th9y lead no-;There, roi 	 th.m;

if they prorr,iso success; ,i63 push .thet:1 .fol- all th9y are 7orttl..

But this	 bo	 oidy If we chiineo upan the hints,. the
- 24 -
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clues, One posibilitiesI aid the effoct of tiu apt ETm-

bolism is to reluce, if hot eutifely eli1I1te, thLt ele-

ment of	 ;i.:11 of coo, the cla:ysial ,osga410 is

analytic geetry. To solve n problem by ec1idean methols,

one has to .stlble upin the corroct construction. To

solve a problem anolyticlly, one has only to mwiipnlate

the svlbols.

In the frilrtn plao, there is the highly

significant notion Of invariance. An apt symbolism will

endovi the pattern of F, rrithemf-Atical epresAon 'Aith the

totality of its me'ning. niether or not one 113r.:3 the

Greek, or hebrev alphabet, is a matter of no import!ioce.

The mathematIctleanine, of an o.c-:.ession resides in the

distinction betreen constants arid vaAables and in the

sile,ns or collocations that dictate opE?fations of mabining,

multiplying, s2Anil, diff*entiating, integrating, and

so forth. It follows that, as long as the symbolic pattern

of a mathoatical o.vression i2 uncnanod, its mathema-

tical meauin Is unitLafed. Further, it follos that if

a synbolic pattern is uneh nred by any substitutions of

a determinate grcy.ip, tila the mathematical meaning of the

pattern i independent of'	 mning of the substitutions.

In the fifth place, as ha3 already been men-

tioned, the symbolism appropriate to any stage of mathe-

matical devaloAnent, proviJes the Image in which may be

grasped by 1sight th. rules for the next stage.
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-4.	 Inverse Insisht,

Besides tirect insichto, their cluetering, and

higher viewpoirits, there exiats tho small but significant claps

of inverse inmichts. An direct, no also inveroe insiehts pre-

suppose a poeitivo object that is pry:pentad by pens° or repre-

sented by imagination, But while direct insicht meets the spon

tanoous effort of intolliconce to understand, inverae innicht

resonds to a more oubtle and critical attitude that diatincuishes

different decreea or level° or kinds of intelligibility. While

direct inaicht craaps the point, or aeon the solution, or comes

to know the reaoon, inverse inaicht apprehrmds that in aome

fashion the point in that there in no point, or that the solution

is to dopy a solution, or that the roar= is that the rationality

of the real admito dintinctions and qualifications. Finally,

while the cencertual formulation of direct insight afTirno a

ponitive intellicibility thoucli it may deny expected empirical

elements, the conceptual formulation of an inverse inmicht affirms

empirical elements only to deny an expected intellicibility.

Since the laet phrase is crucial, let no attempt

to elaborate it. By intelligibiMy in meant the content of a

direct insicht. It is the component that in absent from our

knowledce when we do not understand and added to our knowledge

inaamuch as wo are understanding in the simple and straightforward

manner described in the earlier sections of thin chapter. Now

such an intellicibility nay be already reached or it may be

merely expected. To dery intellicibility already reached is not

the remit of inverse insight; it is merely the correction of a

previous direct inoicht, the acknowledcement of its aiortcomings,

the recobaition that it leaves problems unaolved. But to deny

an expected intelligibility in to run counter to the spontaneous
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anticipations of human intelligence; it is to find fault not with

armors but with questions. In a demonstrative science it is to

prove that a queotion of a ivan type cannot be answered. In an

empirical potence it io to put forward a euccessnl hypothesis Or

theory that ammo that certain questions mistalonly are supposed

to require an answer. Finally, the occurrence of an inverse insight

is not established by the mere precence of nocative concepts: thus,

a not-red," "pot:it/on without macnitude," "non-occurrence" exclude

respectively "red," "macnitude," "occurrence"; but the latter terms

refer to empirical components in per knowledco and not to the

ponsibilities and necessities, the untricetionn and relations, that

constitute the intellicibillty 17nown in direct inmicht.

While the general notion of inT.Iree insight is fair4

simple and obvious, I have been t at oomo pains in presenting its

characterintico becauee it to not too easy to net forth illus-

tration° to the oatisfection of different croups of readers. More-

over, comnunication and Olocussion take place throuch concepts, but

all ineleht lies behind the conceptual scene. Hence, while there

is always the dancer that a reader will attend to the concepts

t rather than the underlying, iusirht, this dancer to augmented cone

sidernbly when the point to be crasped by insicht is merely that

there is no point. To make matters worse, inveree insichts occur

only in the context of far larger developments of human thouied.

A otetomont qf their content has to call upon the later eyeteac that

positively eetplolteetheir negative contribution. The very success

of ouch later oystema tends to enr6nder a routine that eliminates

the more spontaneous anticipations of intelligence and then, to

establish a key feature of an invoree insight, it may be necessary

to appeal to the often ambiguous witness of history. In the miest

of ouch coml.doxity it Very easily can happen that a reader's

•
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spontanows expectation of an intollitibility to be reached

ohould outweigh mom verbal admonitions to the contrary and,

when that4.PalleetZ occurs, illuntrationa of inverse incight can

become very obscaro indeed. Accordincly, while there is nothing

difficult about the oxamples to follow, I have thought it wise

to indulge in an apostolate of the obvious.

As a firot examplo of inveroe insiftht we °hall take

what the ancients named incommensurable macaitudes and the modorns

call irrational aumbort. In both came tore to a positive object

indicated by the tome, "macnitude," "number." In both cams there

to a notative ololmonttindicated by the epithets, "lncommencurable,"

"irratimal." Finally, in both moor; the notation bears on the

spontanoono anticipations of Imam intellitonce. "Incommensurable"

donlec the posoibility of applyinc to certain matnitudos come type

of meaourement and krintotle viewod thin denial as prima facie, fa

matter of hich ourprioe. Evon mere omphaticallii "irrational"

donieo a correpondence batmen certain numbers and human reason.

To Inelleato ti.o relevant insicht, lot uo aok why

a surd lc a surd. Ementially the queation to parallel to the

earlier question, Why la a cart-wheel round? But while WI the

earlier anower rovealed an intelatibility immanent in the wheel,

the preoent ancwor coneiots in allowing that a curd cannot possess

the intolliGibility ono would expect it to have.

Thum, the cquare root of two is some magnitude

Greater than. unity and leas than two. One would oxpect it to be

some improper fraction, say Va , whore m and a are pooitive
integers and, by the removal of all common factors, a may almya
be made primo to n• Moreover, were thin expoctation correct, then

the diagonal and the side of a square would be reapoctively a
timeo and a timos come common unit of longth. However, so far

0
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from beinc correct, the expectation loads to a contradiction. For

if A w min. then 2 se M2/4, But if a in prime to a ,

then e in prime to e ; and in th.nt cane ej/n2 cannot be
Like

oclunl to 2 or, indeed, to any
A
intecer. The arcument in molly

generalized and co it appears that n. curd Is a surd because it is

not the rational fraction that intent8Po intelliconce anticipates_
it to be.

A second. example of inverse innicht to the non,

countable multitude, Thnre is a positive object, "multitude."

There is a necative detminations, "non-countable." Moreover,

when "countable" is taimn so broad4- that all intecers, all rational

numbers, oven all real alcobrtAic rambers (*) demonntrab4 are

countable multitudes, when further it can be nhown that to remove

a countable multitude from a non-coumtable multitude leaves a non,

countable multitude, one spontaneously anticip?teo that the numbers

between zero and unity munt be a comitable multitude. In fact,

it can be ohown that the infinite detimaln are a non-countable

multitude, so that ths-TalioNA.14449d irrkticxnaS fractions from
real

zero to unity munt be a noclicible portion of the numbers in that

interval. (*)
n•n••nn•n•••

(*) Alcetraic number° are the roots of alcebraic equations

with intecral coefficients. For a Generous expoeition of the topic

and Ito paradoxes see A. Fraenkel, Ahotract Set Theory,

Amsterdam 1953, pp. 43 - 75. For applications to the continuum,

see pp. 212 ff.
111.1•11101n110•1*

For a third example we turn to empirical science

and consider the surprininc part of lawton's first law of motions

namely, that a body continue° in its exiotinc state of uniform

motion in a etrai-ht line unless that state is chanced 117

external force.
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In this statement and its context it in not too

difficult to diecern the throo chnractorictice of the formulation

of an inverne innicht. For there in the positive object: a body

contiluec to move at a uniform rate in a straight line. There is

h negation: the continuance of the constant velocity depends not

on the action of external foroe but on the absence of such action;

for only an long me there is no acceleration, coon the velocity

remain conetant; and the monent the sum of the external forces

diffore from zero, there aricoo an acceleration. Finally, this

negation of external force runs counter to the spontaneous anti-

ciLationc of hunan latellicence, for spontanaoubly one thinke of
of	 of

uniform motion not an a stae like rent but an a chance that

requiroo an external cauco.

However, come reader(' may with to refine on the issue.

They will acre° that the necessity of an external =me had been

streoned by the Aristotelian theory of celestial movements, of

projectile°, and of motion in a vacuun. But they will add that

the Arintotelian vim had been contradicted at leant from the

time of jelva rhiloponus. On nip contrary view projectiles were

kept in motion not by any external forte but by come internal priv-

ciple or power or property or quality or other immanent  mound.

Finally, they will ask whether it in quite certain that Newton

did not appeal to come innate power of !!!! matter to account for

the continuance of inertial ante°.

Now, clearly, ITeutionian exegenio to not our precent

buniness. All we have to say in Vint imverne insight in not illun-

trated when explanation by external force is replaced by explanation

in terms of some immanent power or property. For in that case there

is merely the correction of an earlier direct insight by a latter

direct innitht and, while the spontaneous anticipations of human
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intent/7E1:10e are blocked in one direction, they are Given an

outlet in another,

Still for porpones of illuntration it nay be per.

miosible to block thin second ootlet without reopening the firat.

No doubt, when an external mover or force i4Lonted, one may open

tanocnly think that there mot be come innate quality that pro-

vides the real explenation.. But while the no-ortion of an external

mover or force can be tented experimentally, the accertion of 60130

innate quality, t of none vie materiee 1ng.114, can hardly be

regarded an a ocientific ntatomont. If one affirms that, when

acceleration to zero, then the num of the relevant external farces

is aloe zero, one;:taffirnstion admits the ordinary tent°. But if

one goen on to additthe innate oualities of matter render the action

of external forum superfluous, one in very likely to be reminded

that ncientinte do not appeal to occult causes.

Now if thin remonoranee in regarded an peremptory,

we arrive at an example of inverse inaicbt. There in the pooltive

object of Inquiry: bodies continue in their exioting states of

uniform motion. There in the negation: the continuance of uniform

motion is not to be explained by any appeal to external forces.

Finally, thin negation Is regarded an definitive for ecionge,

for noisnce refueos to extrapolate from known laws to ulterior

explanations in terma of vague qualities, properties, powers,

and the like.

A foorth example of inverse innldht may be derived

from the berth] pontulete of the Special Theory of Relativity. The

poptulate itself Is that the mathonatical exprension of physical

principles and laws in invariant under inertial trannformations.

To reach our illuntration we have only to granp the concrete meaning

of the pontulnte whenever it in invoked by a Phyalcint engaged in

understanding any net of phyoical data.

0 •
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For than the positive ohpot of inquiry connints in

the data inaammch ne they are conntlered 1) an referred to initial,

axes of coordinates, nny K, and 2) as referred to other axes, nay

10, moving vrith a conntant velocity relative to the axes, K.

The negative element in the conception of the positive

object In indicated by the word, "inverlant." It mane that the

transformation from one not of axon to aneth:v dean not lead to any

modification in the form of tho mathematical exproesion of the

appropriate phyoical principloo and laws. But uhen the form of the

mathenatical expression undergoec no chenge, there to no change in

.the intellieibility that to expreeced mathematically. When there

in no change in the intelligibility, there is no chenee in the act

of understending that grnnpo the intellicibillty and =proems it

inethematicelly. Accordingly, the concrete meaning of the postulate

in that, though there in a difference in the spatio-tomporal

standpoInt from which the data nro coneidered, still there in no

difference ta the act of undorstandine the data, no difference in

the eeneral intelligibility mapped in the data, and no difference

in the form of the matheeatical expreasion of the intelligibility.

Finally, it lc mite common for there to exist

differences either In data or in opatio-temporal etandpoint without

any corrospondine difference in tho act of understanding. But in

meet of much canes there in no occasion for an twerp() insight paw
tntelltaible

since, While the empirical difference in aseigned noAconntorpart,

still no one enpects that really there muot be an intellieible

counterpart, Thun„ th^re in a notable ompirical difference between

large and. small circles, yet no one expects different definitions

of large circlon and of mall circles or different theorems to

establinhe the different proportion of 'area and small circles.

However, tbile similar inotancec are wry numerous, the invariance

"":iporr- 1	 ,
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plert postulated by Special Relativity in not among them. For

that inv4iance implies a drastic revision of ordinary notions

of apace and of time, and acainet any ouch revision the open,

taneoym anticipatione of human intellirence licerouely rebel.

Hence, to recapitulate tho main point, when the

basic postulate of Special Relativity in interpreted concretely

in terms of 1) the data physic into consider, 2) the inoights they

enjoy, and 3) the form of the mathematical eztrossion of the

principlee and laws reached by the ineights, there arises the

following explanatory eyllocism:

When there in no difference in a physicist's ineights,

there should be no difference in the form of the mathematical

expression of physical principles and laws.

But when an inertial transformation occurs, there is no

difference in a physiciatle insichte.

Therefore, when an inertial transformation occurs, there

should be no difference in the form of the mathematical expression

of physical principles and laws.

The major premise pentulatee a correspondence between the ineichts

of physicists and the form of the mathematical expression of

physical principloo and laws; in other words, it requires that

the content of acts of understanding be reflected faithfully by

the form of mathematical expresolons. The minor promise contains

our inverse insicht: it denies a diffm-ence in ineight that corres-

ponds to the difference of an inertial transformation; in other

words, it aeoerte for the whole of Physics the defect of intelli-

gibility in constant velocity that Newton assorted for mechanics

41am his first law of motion. The conclusion, finally, is true if

the promises are true but, while the major premise may be recarded

as a mere mothodolocical rule, the minor prmmiso in an assertion

0 )
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of empirical science and can be establiehed only throuCh the
method of bypethoois and verification.

In concluoion, lot un recall a point already men.

tioned. An inverno innicht fin's Ito oxproosion only in nome con.

comitant ponitivo contaxt. So the defect of intcalicibility in
constant
nentaut velocity has boon formulated in a whole aeries of different

contexts. In the contoxt of Eleatic philonophy &men paradoxes,

kW to a denial of the fact of motion. In the context of his

philonophy of boinG Aristotle pronounced motion real ynt recarded

it to; as an incomplete entity, an infra-catecorial object. In tho

context of mathomatical mechanicn Norton aosorted a principle of

inertia. In the context of Clark-I:L=0We oquati -mo for the

electronaenetic field Lorentz worked out the conditions under

which the equations would remain invariant under inortial trans'.

formations, FitzGerald explained Lorontzlitnucceso by ouppooinG

that bodies contracted alone the direction of motion, Einstein
indo 1.444,)

found ale,General exploration in problemo of synchronization

and rained the inane to the methodoloGical love], of the trans-

formation a proportios of the mathonatical exproonion of physical

principlen and lawn, finally Hinkowski eyotorantized Einsteinls

Nation by introducing the four-dimonolonal manifold. No doubt,

it would be a mintake.to ouppono that the smno invorse ineiGht

wan operative from Zeno to Spacial Relativity. But throuGhout

there is a donial of intolliGibility to lava motion and, while

the nueeceniVo contoxts differ notably in content and in value,

at leaut thby point in the name direction and thoy illustrate

the dependence of invoree innicht on concomitant direct insidiate+

1,(
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5. The Emplxical.Residue.

If inveree insichts are relatively rare, they are

far from being unimportant. Not only de they eliminate mistaken

quoctions but aloo they eeem regelarly to be connected vith ideas

or principles or method's or techniques of quite exceitional alga—

ficance. From the oddities of the mthematicel continuum through

the notions of coreelation and limit there arisen the brilliance

of continuoun functionn and of the infinitesimal calculus. 81milar4

the lack of intelligibility in conntant velocity is linked with

scientific aohievements of the firnt order: the principle of inertia

made it poseible to conceive dynneics not as a theory of motions

but an an enormously more compact and more powerful theory of

accelerations; and the invariance of phynical principles and laws

under inertial transformations not only in an extremely neat idea

but alno has kept revealing ito fruitfulness for the past fifty years

• To explore this (3ienificance, then, lot un introduce

the notion of an empirical residue that 1) consists in positive

empirical data, 2) is to be denied are immanent intelligibility of

its own, and 3) is connected eth with some compensatine hieher

intellieibility of flAktettm notable importance. In clarification

of the first characteristic one may neto that, inecmuch as a vacuum

is merely an absence of data, it cannot be part of the empirical

residue. In clarification of the second it is to be remembered

that a denial of immanent intellieibility is not a denial of

experience or description. Not only are elements in the empirical

residue given positively but also they are pointed out, conceived,

named, conoidered, discussed, and affirmed or denied. But thoueh

they are no less given than color or sound or heat, though they

may be tloueht about no lens accurately and talked about no loss

fluently, still they are nA objects of any direct insight and so

they cannot be explained by transverse 'waves or longitudinal vatrap,_

0	
•
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or molecular motion or any othor theoretical construct that mldht

be thought more appoeite. .Finally, in clarification of the third

characteriotic it is to be noted that inverse Innight and the

empirical residue are not °met correlatives. For inverse IneigA

was not characterized by a connect/Dr' with ideas, principles,
or

menods,techniques of exceitional (significance. Amin, the empariosit

residue has not teen charactorized by the spontaneity of the

questions for intellidonce that are to be mot by a denial of

intelligibility*

This difference not only makes the empirical reeidus

a broader category than invorne 1m:sight but also rendore a dis-

cuecion of It more difficult. For a great yart of the difficulty

in dincovaring the further positive aepects of experience that

are to be denied intolligibility to that no one ouppomeo them to

possess intellicibility.

Thus, particular places and rarticuiar times pertain

to the empirical residue. They are positive aspects of experience.

Each difforn from every other. But because no one everaoks why

one place in not another or why one time is not another, people are

apt to be puzzled when the nuenti'm is put, to imagino that some-

thing different from ouch obvious foolinhnees must be meant, and

to experience a variety of fictitious difficulties before arriving

at the simple conclusion that 1) particular places and particular

times differ as a matter if fact and 2) there in no immanent Intel-

ligibility to be grasped by direct Insight into that fact.

For axanplo, one will begin by sayinG that ob7iousX7

the position, A, differ° from the position, B, because of the dis-

tance, AB, that separate° them. But take three equidistant

positions, A, B, C. Vhy are the distances, AB, BC, CA, different?

One would be in m vicious circle if one doubled back and explained
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the difference of the dintances boy the difference of the positions.

One cannot say that the dietancom differ in length for they ere

equal in length. But one may soy that the distaneeo differ beceuse

the direction° differ? Still, why do the directions differ? And

why are equal and parallel distances different  distancee? Now,

perhaps, it will bo urged that ye tiro going too far, that nano Attftt

difference muot be acknowledued am primitive, that everything cannot

be explained. Quite eo„ but there is a corollary to be added. For

what to primitive le not the contest of oome primitive ineight but

the content of come primitive experience to w'eldh no insight correem

ponds, Were it the content of some primitive insight, there would

not be the conepicuous absence of a cleen-headed explanation. But

because the difference of particular places and the difference of

particular times are civen prior to any queetienins and prior to

any ineight, because these given differences cannot be matched

by any inelehte that explain why p1R-ces differ and Linen *differ,

there hae to be introduced the catxuery of the (Ipirical residue.

However, one may not surrender yet. For particular

places and particular timeo can bo united by reference frames; the

frame can be employed to distingedet and designate every place and

every time; and evidently ouch omantructiene are eminently Intel-

licent and 0:14000m eminently Intelligible. Now no doubt,

reference frameo Rre objects of direct ineight, but what is Graoped

by that inoirht is an ordering of differences that are not explained

by the order but merely precupponed, So it is that different

geometries granped by different insichts offer different intelli-

gible orders for the differences in place or time that all equally

precuppone and, mitt° correctly, mono attempt to explain.

There in a further cmpect to the matter. Because

luntibl-latuirillr62dTactilaeott_and-vnetaicell.er-tileas pecoese-fie-Aktmiu*it
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the differences of particular places and particular times involve .

no immanent intellieibility of their own, they do not involve any

monification in the intelliribility of anything gi52:15; else. It is

not more difference of place but eomethine different in the places

that given rice to different observatione or different experi-

mental results in different. places. Similexly, it to not mere

difference in time but something different at the time° that gtves

rice to different obnervations and differant experimental results

at different tines. Moreover, were that not co, every place and

every time would have its own physic°, its own dhomistry, its ewn

biology; and slum) a (mimeo cennot be worked out inotantanoously

in a (angle place, there would be no phycles, no chemintry, and no
the differences of

biology. Conversely, beceeee perticular plecen and particular

times pertain to the empirical residue, there exists the powerful

technique of ecientific collaboration. Scientists of every place

and every time can pool their results in a common fend, and there

is no discrimination againot any result merely becalm of the

place or (3roIy because of the time of its origin.

Even more funeamental Wet than scientific collabor-

Mien is acientific generalization. When chomints have mastered

all of the elemnnts, their isotopes,tane their compound, they

may forget to be crateful that they do not have to discover

different explanations for each of the hydroeen atoms which, it

seems, me7:Te up aboet fifty-five per cent of the natter of our

univerae. But at leant the fact that ouch a myriad of explanations

is not needed le very relevant to our purpose. Every chemical

-element and every comeound differs from every other kind of

element or compound and all the differences have to be explained.

Every hydreeen atom differs from every other hydroeen atom and

no explanation to needed. Clearly, we home to do with another

,

0
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aspect of the empirical residue and, no lose close", this aspect

in coupled with the moat powerful of all scientific techniques,

generalization.

However, this issue han been boeted about by philo-

oophers ever since tho tPlatonists explained the universality of

mathematical and eciontific knowlodge by postulating eternal and

immutable Forma or Ideas only to find themselves embarraeoed by

the fact that a single, eternal, inmutabae One could hardly ground

the universal statement that one and one are two or, *$ again, that -

a singlet, eternal, immutable 	 ssilarge Triangle would not suffice

for theorems on triangles similar in all roomed). So there arose,

it ammo, the phil000phic problem of merely numerical difference

and, connected with it, there have been formulated cognitional

theories based on a doctrine of abstraction. Accordingly, we are

constrained to eay something on these iscues and, lest we appear

to be attanpting to dilute water, we nhall do so as briefly as

possible.

The asoertion, thnn, of merely numerical difference

involver) two elements. On the theoretical side it is the *MAW-

claim that, When any net of data have boon exiip tnoð. completely,

another pot of data eimilar in all respects would not call for

a different explanation. On the factual side it to the claim that,
explained

when any sot of data has teen mtatmed completely, only an

exhaustive tour of inspection could establish that there does not

exist another set of data similar in all respects.

The basis of the theoretical contention is that,

just an the Mtn° act of understanding is repeated when the same

set of data is apprehended a second time, so also the same act of

understanding is repeated when one apprehends a second set of data

that is similar to a first in all respects. Thus, the physicist
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offers different explanations for "rod" and "blue"; he offers

different explanations for difforent shades of "red"; and he

would diacorn no sense in the reurproposal that ho ohould try to

find as any ditferent explanations as thrwe are different

instances' of exactly the name shade of exactly tho name color.

Me factual contention in more complex. It.io

not an asnortima that there exist different nets or data similar

in all respootn. It is not a denial of unique inntancet, i.e.,

of inntanmes that are to be explained in a manner in which no

other instance In the universe in to be explained. It in not

even a denial that every individual in the universe to a unique

instance. On the contrary, the relevant fact lien in the nature

of the explanations that are applicable to our universe. It is

to the effect that all such explanations are mnde up of general

or univercal elements and that, While them) uneral or universal

elements may be combined in ouch a manner that every individual

to explained by a different combination of elements, still such
sineular	 common

a combination in an explanation of a combination of mmptrinui

properties and not an explanation of individuality. For if the

individuality of the individual mere explained, it world be	 .

meanineless to morose that come other individual micht be under-

stood In exactly the came fanhion. On the other hand, became the

individuality of tho individual is not explained, it is only an

exhaustive tour of inopoction that can settle whether or not

there exiots another individual eimiler in all reepects. Hence,

even if there wore reached a sincle comprehensive theory of evolum.

tion that explained, and explained differently every inntante of

life on this planet, otill in strict loeic we should have to

innpect all °thole planoto before we corild be absolutely certain

that in fact trier() did not exist another instance of evolution
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cimilat in all recpects.

In briof, individuals differ, but the ultimaUp

difference in our universe in a matter of fact to which there

corresponds nothing to be grasped by diroct innight. Moreover,

as scientific collaboration root° on the oppirically residual

difforenee of particular pineen and of particular times, no

scientific generalization recto on the tr.'s* ompirical4 renidual

differonce between individuals of the name clans. Just what the

lovent clasn in, hap to 1),7 aincovored by ncientific advance in

diroct innight. Elton if it nhould prove CIA in nomo some

there are. an many almanac an ineltriduals, still we can know at

once that that nenno in not that the individuality of individuals

in understood but merely that 4111# ningular combinations of

univernal explanatory olemontn maY bo net in corrospondonce with

singular combinations of common proportion or aope6to in each

Individual. For the content granped in innight can be embodied

no loon in imacination than in menu); and whether them is more
than ono lantance in nenms, can be nettlod only by an empirical

tour of innpoction.

Later we °hall diroot attention to further expects

of the empirical renidue, for there mints a ntatistical method

that rents on the empirically renidual character of coincidental,

.ageregaton of ovonts, and there in a dialectical method that

In nocensitatod by tho lack of intelligibility in manta =Intel-

licont opinions, cholcon, and conduct. But perhapn enough has been

said for the general notion to be clear, and no we turn to the

allied topic of abstraction.

Properly, then, abetraction to not a matter of

approhonding a nonnible or imacinative plentalt; it in not a

matter of employinE comlon namos Net as it in not a matter of
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using other tools; finally, it is not even a matter of attending

to one question at a time and, meanwhile, holding other questions

in abeyance. Properly, to abstract in to grasp the essential and

to disregard the incidental, to see what io significant and set-
eet aside the irrelevant, to recognize the important as Important

and the negligible as nogliglbae. Moreover, when it an asked what

Is essential er cignificant or important and what is incidental,

irrelevant, negligible, the answer must be twofold. For abstraction

Is the selectivity of intelligence, and katelt#04, intelligence

may be conoinered either in come given stage of development or

at the term of development when some science or group of sciences

has boon mastered completely.

Hence, relative to any given insight or cluster of

insights, the eceential, significant, important consists 1) in the

set of aspects in the data necessary for thri occurrence of the

Insight or insights or 2) in the set of related concepts necessary

for the expression of the teettrinsight or ineights. On the other

hand, the incidental, irrelevant, negligible consists 1) in other

concomitant aopects of the data that do not fall under the insight

or insights or 2) in the set of concepts that correspond to the

merely. concomitant aspects of the data. Again, relative to the

full development of a science or group of allied sciences, the
1)

essential, significant, important consists in the aspects of the

data that are necessary for the occurrence of all insights in the

appropriate range or 2) in the set of related concepts that express

all the insiFhts of the science or sciences. On the other hand,

the incidental, irrelevant, negligible aerialists in the empirical

residue that, since it possesses no immanent intelligibility of itS

own, is loft over without explanation even when a science or group

cc 	 o) 	
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of sciences reaches full development.

Finally, to conclude thin chapter on the Elements

of Inmicht, lot us indicate briefly what is essential, sicnificant,

important in its contents and, on the other hand, what is incidental,

irrelevant, necligible. What alone in ospontial is inoieht into

insicht. Hence, the incidental includes 1) the particular insiehte

chosen as examples, 2) the formulation of thee inniehts, and 3)

the imaGeo evoked by the formulation. It follows that for the

story of Archimedes the reader will profitably substitute some less

renounding yet more helpful experience of his own. Instead of the

definition of the circle he can take any other intenieently per

formed act of defining and ask why the performance in, not safe,

net accurate, not the accepted terminoloey, but a creative stroke

of tnsielt. Instead of the transition from elementary arithmetic

to elementary algebra one may review the proses° from Euclidean

to Riemannian geometry. Instead of aslAne why eurde are surds,

one can ask why transcendental numbers are transcendental.

Similarly, one can ask whether the principle of inertia implies

that Newton's laws are invariant under inertial transformations,

what inspired Lorentz to suppose that the electromagnetic equations

s'aould be invariant under inertial transformations, whether an

inverse insight accoents for the basic postulate of General

Relativity, whether the differences of particular places or parti-

cular timeo are the same aopect of the empirical residue as the

differences of completely oimilar hydro-on atoms. For just as

in any subject one comes to master the essentials by varying the

inci(lentals, so one reaches familiarity with the notion of insight

by modifyinc the illustrations and discovering for oneself and in

one ova terms the point that another attempts to put in terns

he happens to thinit	 will convey the idea to a pOleble* probably

non-exintent average reader.

C 0
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